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Abstract: Our paper’s aim is to emphasis the useful combination between a functional decomposition approach met in literature as FAST 
Functional Analysis and System Technique - a technique used to decompose logically on levels of abstractisation and ideally solution 
independent product’s (system) functions and consistent with this decomposition to realize a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis analyze. In 
this way, for each function inventoried and organized on each detail level there will be associated their specific failure modes. This approach 
is applied next to a mandrel.  
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1. Introduction 
Regarding the development of similar products - existence of a 

structure capable to aggregate information - geometric technology 
information (precision, material of components, relationships 
between components), product’s structure, assembly conditions, 
conditions / information from maintenance services all these should 
be a "guide" of good practice in terms of creating performing 
products that meet the requirements for the project and their 
achievement to a quality level suitable to these requirements. 

This field of product design is very wide both in 
approaches/methods used in design as in particularities. Through 
methods used in this field some are present regardless the nature of 
domain, industrial or services.  

Failure modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) and FMECA are 
methods/tools largely used to assure safety conditions and are 
mandatory in different domains like automotive industry, logistics, 
manufacturing industry, and aerospace, military, medical etc. It is a 
very useful tool assuring early risks detection and focus on risks 
arisen from different potential failure modes. Early identifying risks 
conduct to avoid complicated correction processes regarding the 
project and entire development process thus contributing to reduce 
costs and time – nowadays key requirement regardless the project, 
activity or domain involved.  

The Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) documents 
single failures of a system, by identifying the failure modes, and the 
causes and effects of each potential failure mode on system service 
and defining appropriate detection procedures and corrective 
actions. When extended by Criticality Analysis procedure (CA) for 
failure modes classification, it is known as Failure Mode Effects 
and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) and it is a procedure by which 
each potential failure is ranked according to the combined influence 
of severity and probability of occurrence namely in calculating the 
RPN number (Denfense, 1980). 

Many of literature existing papers deals with RPN number 
accuracy calculation, integrating FMEA with Quality Plans as an 
approach in Total Quality (Teng & Ho, 1996), automatic generation 
of a FMEA analyze using the unified modelling languages (Mhenni, 
2014), fuzzy-logic-based method for FMEA to evaluate 
interdependencies among various failure modes with uncertain and 
imprecise information (Xu et al, 2002), how approximate failure 
rates for components can be used to select the most likely 
combinations of failures for automated investigation using 
simulation (Price et al. 2002).  

FMEA is a method that can be applied at any detail level in 
design-component, function/sub-assemblies and assemblies and 
implies a very good understanding of systems functions and design 
and the guiding idea is that for a reliably product it has all its 
components reliable.  

FAST- is a diagram that facilitates graphically and logic view of 
what functions are and how they work together. Thinking a product 

in terms of functions does not hinder / constrain thinking related to 
the physical / processes features and characteristics and therefore 
can lead to a better problem definition and an easier way to 
solution. FAST describes the logic relations that must exist between 
the various functions that must be met in order to satisfy the main 
product’s functionality (Borza, 2011). 

Our paper’s aim is to emphasis the useful combination between 
a functional decomposition approach met in literature as FAST (*) - 
a technique used to decompose logically on levels of abstractisation 
and ideally solution independent product’s (system) functions and 
consistent with this decomposition to realize a FMEA analyze. This 
approach is applied next to a mandrel.  

The paper is structured as follows. Section two emphasis the 
FMEA and FAST approaches, in section three is the proposed 
approach and in section four are the conclusions and finally the 
references.  

2. FAST and FMEA Approaches  
FMEA can be applied to recognize probable failure modes, 

conclude their effect on the process of the product, and categorize 
actions to diminish the failures. A vital step is anticipating what 
might go incorrect with a product. It is a popular tool for reliability 
and failure-mode analysis. (Lipol & Haq, 2014).  

To cover both design and production, FMEA should include the 
activities at both design and manufacturing stages. It is common 
and critical to conduct reliability analysis at the earliest stage of the 
product life cycle. (Mheni, 2014), (Teng & Ho, 1996). 

Process FMEA is described as having the goal to identify 
failures associated with the fabrication, assembly processes, 
machine tools, fixtures and Production Methods. Design FMEA 
deals with possible components failure, consider the integration of 
components and their interactions effects on product functions, 
subassemblies functions. Component FMEA consider only the 
selecting materials and manufacturability of components. (Teng & 
Ho, 1996) 

To realize a FMEA following activities are to be done: an 
inventory of failure modes, what effects they have on the product, 
process and corrective measures that are to be applied. If analyze of 
failure criticity is followed, the RPN are calculated using existent 
data, existent reliability informations and also external environment. 

They are very important and should be inventoried, the potential 
safety implications in system failures, its performance indicators, in 
maintainability indicators extraction and not least in the generation 
of demands for maintenance service. It is essentially an evaluation 
technique that can be applied at any level of detail following an 
approach as well as bottom-up or top down up. It applies equally to 
functions, subsystems, parts and assemblies, as a basic requirement 
without which cannot be achieved a good functions understanding 
and system operation.  
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A FAST Diagram (Functional Analysis System Technique) (*) 
represents a translation of each working function into technical 
functions intern to products, establishing theirs relationships and 
involvement in satisfying the working functions and aggregating 
this in constructive solutions. This kind of diagram is built from left 
to right governed by the logic (see Fig. 1) [(Kaufman, 1965)]: 

1. How is function accomplished? By B  

2. Why is it necessary (the function)? So you can A 

3. When function occurs what else happens? C or D  

Fig. 1. FAST Diagram Logic (Kaufman, 1965) 

In a FAST diagram, functions are represented by rectangular 
blocks and connected by lines and levels of detail, from the general 
to the basic function, are marked by indices corresponding to each 
level of detail. The indices indicate the position of the respective 
function in the diagram. In FAST diagrams appears the notion of 
simultaneity but it is rather a functional simultaneous notions then a 
temporal one, being interpreted as a logical simultaneity AND. (*).  

Such a diagram suppose clearly define the limits of the study, 
namely to which part/product addresses. There are no correct 
diagrams but only valid ones depending on subject and scope. 
These diagrams are a team approach and helps team members in 
reaching consensus on their understanding of the project.  

The product is expressed in terms of functions each function of 
a superior level being decomposed in positions of lower levels, 
from a high level of abstraction to lower levels. The last constituent 
element of the chart (last level) is materialized through the effective 
components of the product that alone or together with others 
components accomplish independent functions or subassembly 
functions (the functions from higher abstractization levels). 
Basically, such a breakdown conducts to a practical solution. 
Depending on the type of components and subassemblies and ways 
of aggregating those in different embodiment’s different solutions 
can be achieved. Many alternative components may be capable of 
performing the identified functions.  

Based on the relationship between components they are 
structured and combined and these relationships are materialized 
through links between the functions from FAST diagram. Such 
functional decomposition has the advantage of being accompanied 
by components that support / perform functions and it can be done 
both component as well as a functional FMEA in parallel. 

3. Proposed approach  
The paper aims to highlight the use of FAST approach for a 

product functional decomposition from general functions, technical 
functions and up to component level then applying FMEA analysis 
consistent with this in view to a do a combined approach of both 
functional as well as associated failure modes and their effects 
analysis FMEA. 

FMEA is performed on data from design and components 

drawings, each component is analyzed and using the relations 
connecting the components can be analyzed the failures of both the 
component itself and the "modules", sub-assemblies, in this respect 
following the logic of FAST approach. 

Thus, in parallel, for each function inventoried and organized on 
each detail level there will be associated their specific failure 
modes. From the inventory the fails on functions level of detail and 
then the fails associated to components it can be extracted the 
failures and their effects the component / function itself as well as 
the respective subassembly set whole. 

4. Applied approach  
In section 2 were presented the process, design and component 

FMEA. In this regard, our approach being applied to a fixturing 
/work holding device is situated in process FMEA. Because there 
are not analyzed the relations with machine tool, cutting tool, its 
assembly but rather its functions and their associated components/ it 
fits in a design FMEA and component FMEA (figure 2)  

 
Fig.2.  

When analyzing a product, namely its functionalities we have to 
have a deep understanding of all the composing elements of the 
product or subassemblies in contact relation, to identify external and 
internal contacts and also the relations between different product’s 
elements because of its designing. They can be external links, which 
integrate the relations between some of the products components 
with one or more external environments, respectively internal links 
which take into account just the product’s components.  

Starting from an existent product, a mandrel, its functions are 
represented using an internal functional analysis decomposition, it 
can be developed a functional structure which in its turn conducts to 
the solution dependent functions all these following the FAST 
Diagram logic. In this way are achieved sschematic functions 
structures and this helps to the capturing of design rationale of a 
solution that was chosen or another (Aurisicchio et al. 2013). 

In our approach, as regards its application to an existing 
product, components are known so their expression proceeded to 
function without a -verb –noun -standard formulation.  

To realize this, we started to analyze the existent product, the 
mandrel (Grozav, 2006), (Rosculet et al. 1983) (Fig.3) with a 
central wedge and plungers used for centering and fixing work 
pieces on their inner cylindrical surfaces.  

This mandrel is a mandrel with mobile elements and is used in 
order to assure two reciprocating perpendicular symmetry planes for 
parts with inner cylindrical surfaces, fix forces being applied on 
these surfaces.  

This mandrel can be used for centering on inner raw cylindrical 
surfaces and its components are: 1-central wedge, 2-Plungers (6 
pieces) disposed at 600, 3-central stem with screw, 4-springs, 5-
mandrel body, 6 bushings. Part’s centering and clamping is 
achieved through plungers synchronous movement obtained from 
the central wedge. When the stem with screw is manually actuated, 
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Fig.3. Self-centring mandrel with wedges and plungers 
(Grozav, 2006) 

the central wedge, centered in mandrel body, is driven by the stem 
and plungers guided on wedge surface are radially expanding until 
contacts the part’s inner surface consuming the clearance and next 
transmitting the clamping force. The part is located through its 
contact with the mandrel body through pins 7.  

The main functions (overall functions) and their corresponding 
technical functions are presented in following paragraph. The 
associated FAST diagram is in figure 4. With FP are principal 
functions and with FT are noted technical functions.  

FP1 centering OL on inner cylindrical surface and prevent 
the piece movement 

FT1 –use up clearance between work piece and elements that 
move radial, their contact with the work piece and work piece 
clamping needed for achieving the primary useful function FP1 is 

achieved following the next functional chain between machine and 
piece: 

FT11- transmit movement from stem screw to the central wedge 

FT111- Wedge Centering in mandrel’s body 

FT1111 Contact between wedge and mandrel body - auxiliary 
function 

FT1121 contact between wedge and stem with screw – auxiliary 
function 

FT12 – axial wedge movement  

FT13 - transmit the movement synchronous to plungers  

FT131 wedge-plungers contact   

FT1311 facilitate plunger movement-using wedge slots  

FT132 contact between plungers and bushings 

FT1321 contact between bushings and mandrel body  

FT14 – transmit the movement until plungers contact inner 
cylindrical surface and next transmit force to the piece 

FT141- wedge movement blocked - stem with screw retained as 
position  

FT1411 plungers blocked/retained as position and hold in 
contact with piece and wedge 

FP1’- reverse movement – loosening the piece  
 

 
 CORRESPONDING COMPONENTS 
 
  

Fig.4.Functional decomposition of mandrel 
 

7 

 

6
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FT1’1 transmit movement from stem screw to the central wedge 

FT1’11 contact between stem screw and wedge 

FT1’2 springs decompression  

FT1’21 contact between springs /plungers 

FT1’22 contact between springs/bushings  

FT1’3 plungers reverse movement  

FT1’4 loose contact between plungers and piece  

FP 2 Hold the piece against locator is done through 
technical function FT2 that implies: 

FT2 – Block part axial movement  

FT21 - a contact between cover- locating pin  

FT22 - contact between piece and locating pin 

For each function, its associated failures are: 

FT11 screw failure 
FT111 - not set a proper clearance between mandrel body and 

wedge 
FT1111 wear 
FT1121 wear, unconformity shapes at connection between stem 

and wedge 
FT12 screw failure, plungers stack in mandrel body 
FT13 wedge slots and angle slopes 
FT131 wear 
FT1311 Wedge slots wear/damage 
FT132 Inadequate set up clearance between plungers and 

bushings  
FT1321 – set up adequate clearance between bushings and 

mandrel body 
FT14 –deformation of part’s walls  
FT1411 
FT1’1 wedge screw failure 
FT1’11 Surfaces wear 
FT1’2 Springs failure 
FT1’21 inadequate contact surfaces   
FT1’22 inadequate contact surfaces 
FT1’3 wedge slots and angle slopes, spring force failure 
FT21 setting up an inadequate clearance 
FT22 locating pin wear 

4. Results of discussions   
In parallel, for each function inventoried and organized on each 

detail level there will be associated their specific failure modes. 
From the inventory of the fails on functions level of detail and then 
the fails associated to components it can be extracted the failures 
and their effects on the component / function itself as well as for 
subassemblies. For parts that are in contact each other it appears as 
mandatory to respect the adequate clearance and surface contact 
characteristics regarding reciprocate wear of surfaces. Regarding 
the synchronous plungers movement its fail is generated by either of 
components involved in this – stem with screw, wedge, springs, 
bushings and not at least the mandrel’s body.  

5. Conclusions  
Even it seems to be very easy this analyze and the proposed 

approach are not because the products complexity because they are 
not single but in relation with another technical systems 
components. Presented failures are known but paper’s aim was to 
emphasis a way to follow in finding onto levels of detail these 

failures, associated with a functional model and rises some further 
questions and directions to follow - for example to inventory on 
types of work holding devices the potential failures and their causes 
using the presented approach and also how to take account of the 
results that come from a FMEA analysis for the current product and 
use it to achieve similar others but more reliable? 

For similar products, the decomposition modules / assemblies 
and extraction of general conclusions about the types of defects, 
what should be avoided, what is improving if you try to avoid a 
failure which are the advantages and disadvantages using an 
combined approach may be useful. Such an approach can be applied 
to more complex systems for analyzing not a single product, but can 
be extended to related items, items that are part of the technological 
system: tool, part, machine tool. Depending on the system size / 
product application can be laboriously and very long. Because each 
method separately fit into a integrated engineering approach and 
their application involves team work, this approach is one that 
involves team work too and its application should be done through 
collaboration between team members. 
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